
The Biden regime has officially become a terrorist organization, throws in with
BLM that terrorizes America and targets White people with race-based hatred and
violence

Description

USA: Americans concerned about the Democratic left’s encroaching Marxism throughout our society
will be alarmed to discover that the encroachment has already, officially, reached the height of our
government: The Biden regime.

As reported exclusively by Human Events magazine, a leaked State Department memo declares that
the Stalinist Black Lives Matter movement has been officially endorsed by the Biden White House, and
the endorsement will become visible to our enemies and friends alike through the display of the BLM
flag and other visible support May 25.

The memo notes that all U.S. “Diplomatic and Consular posts” are being ‘encouraged’ to show their
support for BLM, whose founders, by the way, have stated plainly that they are “trained Marxists,” to
mark the one-year anniversary of the death of George Floyd, the drug-dealing criminal who has been
lionized by the left after being unfortunate enough to have died at the hands of Minneapolis police.

“The Department supports the use of the term ‘Black Lives Matter’ in messaging content, speeches,
and other diplomatic engagements with foreign audiences to advance racial equity and access to
justice on May 25 and beyond. We encourage posts to focus on the need to eliminate systemic racism
and its continued impact,” reads the memo in part, according to Human Events.

The magazine notes further:

The memo, which is in part a woke statement on social justice, part an apology for U.S. actions, and 
part an endorsement of all BLM materials, expressly encourages the display of the BLM flag or banner 
at U.S. facilities (except on the actual flagpole that holds the American flag). 
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It reads, in part: “This cable constitutes a blanket written authorization for calendar year 2021 from the
Under Secretary for Management (M) to display the BLM flag on the external-facing flagpole to any
Chiefs of Mission who determine such a display is appropriate in light of local conditions.”

This determination comes despite the well-documented acts of rioting, looting and violence throughout
much of 2020 following Floyd’s death, nearly all of which was either endorsed by BLM leaders or saw
BLM adherents taking part. Also, the memo comes as The New York Times reported that the
organization’s popularity is declining among American voters big time.

None of that matters to Biden’s left-wing handlers, of course; because they can, they have decided to
push the limits of tolerance and good taste in order to openly align with a blatantly racist domestic
terrorist organization and to make it ‘official’ by essentially requiring our consulates and embassies to
show allegiance to Marxism.

“May 25 marks the one-year commemoration of George Floyd’s murder. For 9 minutes and 29
seconds, the world saw firsthand how police officers brutally took the life of an unarmed Black man in
the United States. These viral images ignited national and global Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests
and demonstrations,” the memo notes.

“This tragedy joined a long line of Black men and women who have suffered at the hands of police
brutality. These national and global protests sparked a movement to confront systems perpetuating
deep-seated inequities rooted in colonialism and the oppression of racial, tribal, ethnic, and other
minority communities. Mr. Floyd’s murder prompted an international outcry to seek racial justice and
equity by dismantling systemic racism and eradicating police brutality affecting communities of color,
most acutely, people of African descent,” it adds.

The guidance on showing support includes:

— “Any BLM-related displays within the interior of the mission, or exterior displays other than the
display of a BLM flag on the flagpole (e.g., a banner over the door, BLM spotlights, projections, etc.)
are at the Chief of Mission’s discretion;”

— “Chiefs of Mission may decide to hang BLM flags, as appropriate and depending on local context;”

— “Posts are strongly encouraged to make full use of Department and Interagency tools and resources
to promote policy objectives to advance racial equity and support for underserved communities
throughout the year.”

Our country is gone, folks. There is only one thing left for patriots to do: Pick some turf and start over
again, taking care to implement changes that will prevent a repeat of the past 70 years.

 

By JD Heyes
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